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Chapter 1
Philosophical Motivation
§1.1. Introduction
A common feature of traditional tense logics is that the truth-evaluation
of a sentence is made at a moment of time or at best at a sequence of moments
of time. The need of interval logics (i.e., tense logics which deal with sentences
being true or false at intervals of time) has been stressed not only by so-called
Communicated by S. Takasu, July 10, 1978.
* Research Institute for Mathematical Sciences, Kyoto University.
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tense logicians but also by many researchers of linguistics, artificial intelligence,
etc. either implicitly or explicitly. See, e.g., Bennett and Partee (1972, 1978),
Bruce (1972), Dowty (1977), Gabbay (1976, p. 175), etc. Although many authors
have discussed how to analyze several sample sentences since 1972, there is no
formal system of interval logic with an exact syntax and semantics comparable
with traditional tense logics. For example, Bennett and Partee (1978, pp. 53-
54) have written as follows:
"One prominent inadequacy of the paper is that it does not provide a
compositional syntax and semantics of the constructions treated.... The
truth conditions we gave for sample sentences of various types, even if correct,
reflect the joint contribution of a host of such factors; separating out the indi-
vidual contributions of the parts and how they fit together is a much harder task
which remains to be done."
Bruce has stated as follows (1972, p. 24):
"Prior's tense logics are developed in terms of operators corresponding to
"before" and "after". What tense logics result from operators corresponding
to other time-segment relations?"
The main purpose of this paper is to answer these urgent requirements,
i.e., we present some interval logics with exact syntax and semantics and es-
tablish their semantical completeness in this paper.
Our plan of the rest of this paper goes as follows. In the next section we
present a minimal explanation on our own fundamental philosophical position,
say, temporal dualism. The main interval logic which we advocate in this paper
is IM, which will be discussed in Chapter 3. The interval logic I, which will
be discussed in Chapter 2, is of interest, partly because it stands in the opposite
extreme to traditional tense logics, and mainly because the formal discussion of
I is to a considerable extent in parallelism to that of IM. In Chapter 4 we will
show that many tense operators discussed in the literature are definable within
our formal system IM. In this section we will give a sketch of how to deal with
tenses in English in the formalism of IM.
§ 1.2* Temporal Dualism
The main purpose of this section is to give a brief explanation on our
philosophical or linguistical position, called "temporal dualism", upon which
our formal study of interval logics is to be based. Roughly speaking, temporal
dualism means the idea that all sentences are classified into two classes, say those
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being true or false only at moments of time on the one hand, and those being
true or false only at intervals of time on the other hand. A sentence of the former
class is called an M-sentence, while a sentence of the latter class is called an
l-sentence. Propositional variables should range only over sentences of the
simple present tense, which we call atomic sentences, because sentences of other
tenses should be constructed from such atomic sentences with the aid of relevant
tense operators. An atomic sentence which is an M-sentence is called an
^-sentence ("s" for "state (of affairs)"), because most of such sentences are the
prepositional counterparts of the notion of a state (of affairs) such as seen in
von Wright (1963, chap. 2). Some examples of s-sentences are:
(1) Tom is in New York.
(2) Mary loves Tom.
(3) The window is open.
Practically we can identify s-sentences with sentences of the simple present
tense which can not take the present progressive tense.
An atomic sentence which is an I-sentence is called a ^-sentence ("p" for
"process"), because most of such sentences are the propositional counterparts
of the notion of a process such as seen in Rescher and Urquhart (1971, chap.
14). Some examples of p-sentences are:
(4) Susan walks in the park.
(5) Tom builds a house.
(6) It rains.
Practically we can identify p-sentences with sentences of the simple present
tense which can take the present progressive tense. It is very interesting to
notice that we usually do not utter such p-sentences, at least, in the reportive
sense, as Bennett and Partee (1972) has stressed. By way of example, we
usually say "it is raining now" rather than "it rains now". The present progres-
sive tense operator, which we denote by ING, can apply exclusively to I-sentences
and then yield M-sentences. The sentences that we can utter in the reportive
sense are only M-sentences.
Practically we can distinguish between M-sentences and I-sentences by
considering whether the sentence at issue can take the present progressive tense.
That is, if it can take the present progressive tense, then it must be an I-sentence.
If it can not take the present progressive tense, then it must be an M-sentence.
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Therefore, as Bennett and Partee (1972) has suggested, all sentences of other
tenses than the simple present tense that we can utter in the reportive tense are
M-sentences. For example, the following sentences are M-sentences.
( 7) Tom has built a house.
( 8) Tom is building a house.
( 9 ) Tom will build a house.
(10) Tom has been building a house.
(11) Tom will have built a house.
Chapter 2
The Propositional Logic I
§2.1. Formal Language LI
Definition 2.1.1. Our formal language LI consists of the following sym-
bols:
(a) a countable set P of (prepositional) variables: p, q, ]?',...;
(b) classical connectives: ~i, -»;
(c) tense operators: /(n, x, y), where n, x and y range over all natural
numbers such that 1 < x < y < n;
(d) parentheses: ( , ).
Definition 2.1.2. The notion of a wff is defined by induction as follows:
(a) Any variable p is a wfF.
(b) If A and B are wffs, so too are (~~i^4) and (A-+B).
(c) If for any !</< j<n, AtJ is a wff, so too is I(n, x, y)(Al2,..., A(n.1)n)9
where Atfs are arranged in lexicographical order with respect to (/, /)•
In the rest of this paper we use parentheses in a very loose manner so as
to make wffs easier to read. We should notice that I(n, x, y) is a n^n~ ^-ary
tense operator. For the sake of notational simplicity, we will often write
I(n, x, jO({^ij}i<f<j<H) or I(n, x, y)({AtJ}) rather than I(n, x, y)(Zl2,...,
^(»-DK)- We will make use of Ie(n, x, yJdA^}) as an abbreviation of i/(n, x,
j;)({-i^4fj-}), just as GA is an abbreviation of -iF~iA in traditional tense logic.
Symbols for conjunction (A), disjunction (v), and material equivalence («->)
are defined as usual. T and F are defined as abbreviations of (p-»p) and
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~~i(P~*P) f°r some variable p respectively. We will make use of ordinal notations
in symbolic logic like A At for (A1 /\(A2 A ••• A(^(n_1} A ,!„)•••)) without any
i=l _ _
comment. We write p and A rather than p and A so as to stress that p and A
represent propositions being truth-evaluated at intervals.
§ 2.2. Semantics for I
Definition 2.2.1. A Tl-structure is a triple (S, <, D), where
(a) S is a set (called the "time").
(b) < is a strict linear order in S (the earlier-later relation). That is, <
is an asymmetric, transitive and connected binary relation having S
as its underlying set.
(c) D is a function from P x I(S, <) to {0, 1}, where 1 stands for truth, 0
for falsity, and I(S, <) = {(s, i)\s<t and s, t e S}. That is, D assigns
a truth- value to each variable at each interval. We will often write
D(p9 s, 0 rather than D(p, (s, f)).
Definition 2.2.2. Given a Tl-structure (S, <, D), the truth-value of a wfT A
at an interval (s, t)9 notation: ||^4||(S>r), is defined by induction as follows:
(a) l | j>l l (s f f ) = £(p> s, 0, where p is a variable.
(b) ||-il||(s,r) = l i f f ||^||(li0 = 0.
(c) ||!-*5||(S)0 = i iff ||l||(s>0 = 0 or ||B||(Ji0 = l.
(d) ||/(n, x, jO({A/})li(s,o = 1 iff f°r some s»'s (!<*'< **) such that s 1 < - - - <
sn, sx = s and sy = t, ||>40.||(5Iiaj) = l for any (i, j).
With this definition, it is easy to see that :
(e) \\Ie(n9 x, j)({l^})||(s>0 = l iff for any s/s ( l<z<n) such that
5B, sx = s and sy = r, ||^./||(Slf5J) = l for some (i,j).
X^ ^23
the distinguished
reference interval
Figure 1.
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the distinguished
reference interval
Figure 2.
s2
the distinguished
reference interval
Figure 3.
By way of example, the situations depicted in Figures 1-3 are represented
as follows :
(1) 7(3, 1,2)(1125113,123).
(2) J(3,
(3) 1(3,2,
Definition 2.23. A Tl-model is a 4-tuple (S, <, D, (s, 0), where
(a) (S, <, D) is a Tl-structure.
(b) (s, t)e!(S, <) (the distinguished reference interval).
A theory is a set of wffs.
Definition 2.2.4.
(1) A Tl-model jU = (S, <,D, (s, I)) is said to realize a wff A, notation:
if 11^11(1.0 = 1.
(2) A Tl-model ^ = (5, <, D, (5, ?)) is said to realize a theory T, notation:
(3) A wfF Jl is said to be realizable if for some Tl-model /i, /*|= J40
(4) A theory I is said to be realizable if for some Tl-model /^,
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(5) A wff A is said to be valid, notation: \=A, if fi\=A for any Tl-model \JL.
The rest of this section is devoted to some examples of valid wffs.
Example 2.2.5. The following wffs are valid.
(1) 1(4, 2, 3)(!12, 113, I14? I23, 124, 134)-»I(3, 1, 2)(I23, 124, ^34)-
(2) J(45 1, 3)(112, ;t13, I14, A23, 124, 134)-+J(3, 1, 2)(^13, 1149 J34).
Example 2.2.6. The following wff is valid.
1(3, 1, 2)(A12, A13, A2^Cl v C2 v C3,
where
(a) 112=I(3, 1,2)^2,^3,^3)-
(b) ^=1(4, 1, 2)(112 A^'12, '^13, A3, ^3, 1233 T).
(c) C2 = /(3, 1, 2)(I12Al'12, A13 Ali3, 123 A JJi3).
(d) C3=J(4, 1, 2)(112 Al'125 ^135 1'13, ^23, 1235 f).
Example 2.2.78 The following wff is valid.
1(3, 1, 2)(1129 113? A2^Cl vC 2 vC 3 5
where
(a) Al2=Ie(3, 1, 2)(1'12, A'l3, A'23).
(b) d=I(3, 1, 2)(112 Al;2, 113J 123).
(c) C2=/(3, 1, 2)(I12, I13 A^'13, I23).
(d) C3=J(3? 1, 2)(I12s 1135 A23 Al23).
§23. Dl-Sequence
This section is devoted to the definitions around the notion of a Dl-sequence,
which will be of importance to us.
Definition 2.3.1.
(1) By a Dl-set we mean a triple (S, < , (5, F)), where
(a) S is a set.
(b) < is a strict linear order in S.
(c) (s, r) is an interval of (S, <), i.e., s, teS and s<L
(2) A Dl-set (S'9 <, (s, r)) is called a Dl-sufcse* of a Dl-set (S, <, (s? f)) if
(S', <) is a restriction of (S, <) as an ordered set, i.e., S' is a subset of S
and s; < f in S" iff s7 < f in S for any s', *' e S'.
(3) A Dl-set (S, <3 (s, f)) is called canonical if S = [l, ?i] = {m | m is a natural
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number such that 1 < m < n} for some n and < is the usual ordering of
natural numbers.
Definition 2.3.2.
(1) A Dl-monomorphism from a Dl-set (S, <, (s, ?)) to a Dl-set (S', <,
(s', F)) is an order monomorphism / from (S, <) to (S', <) such that
(2) A Dl-isomorphism from a Dl-set (S, <, (s, 0) to a Dl-set (S', <, (5', F))
is a Dl-monomorphism from (S, <, (5, f)) onto (S', <, (s', F)).
(3) Two Dl-sets (S, <, (s, f)) and (S', <, (s', F)) are called isomorphic,
notation: (S, <5 (s, f))«(S', <-. (s', F)), if there exists a Dl-isomorphism
from one to the other.
Definition 2.3.3.
(1) A Dl-sequence a is a 4-tuple (S, <, (s, ?), O), where
(a) (S, <, (s, r)) is a Dl-set.
(b) D is a function from J(S, <) to WFF, where I(S, <) = {(s, t)|s, teS
and s < 0 and WFF is the totality of wfFs. That is, Q assigns a wff
to each interval. We will often write O(s, f) rather than &((s, f)).
(2) A Dl-sequence (S', <, (s, r)» ^ ') is called a Dl-subsequence of a DI-
sequence (S, <, (s, 0, ^) if (S7, <, (s, 0) is a Dl-subset of (S, <, (s, f))
and D' is the restriction of Q to I(S', <).
(3) A Dl-sequence (S, <, (s, r), &) is called canonical if (S, <, (s, 0) is ca-
nonical as a Dl-set.
The notion of a Dl-subsequence will be very useful to study such situations
as that in Example 2.2.5 from a general viewpoint.
Definition 2.3.4.
(1) A Dl-monomorphism from a Dl-sequence (S9 < , (s, f), Q) to a Dl-sequence
(5;, <, (s', f), O') is a Dl-monomorphism / from (S, <> (s, tj) to (S', <,
(s;, f)) such that O = Q'o/, i.e., O(s, t) = Q'(f(s),f(t)) for any (s, Oe/(S, <).
(2) A Dl-monomorphism / is called a Dl-isomorphism if /is onto.
(3) Two Dl-sequences (S, <, (s, t\ Q) and (S;, <5 (s', T), O') are called
isomorphic, notation: (S, <3 (s, r)? O)»(S', <5 (s', F;), Q')? if there exists
a Dl-isomorphism from one to the other.
Definition 2.3.5. Let a = (S, <5 (s, 0, &) and a' = (S', <, (s'5 f), O7) be
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DI-sequences and (sl9 ti)eI(S9 <). Then a sum of a and a' with respect to
(sl5 ti) is a triple (a'7,/, 0) (or simply, a"), where
(a) a" is a Dl-sequence (S", <, (s", f), Q").
(b) /is a Dl-monomorphism from (S, <, (s, 0) to (S", <, (s", ?")).
(c) g is an order monomorphism from (Sf, <) to (S", <) such that g(s')
=/(sO and 0(f) =/(*!).
(d) S"=/(S)U0(S').
(e) (i) in the case (s", f)e/(S", <) is such that (s", O = (/00,/(0)
= (0(s'), 0(O) ^ some (s, t)e/(S, <) and (s', t')e/(S', <):
O"(s", f") = 0(s> 0A^'(s', O» i-e-> &"(«"» O is tne conjunction of
O(s, t) and Or(s', f')-
(ii) in the case (s", t")eI(S"9 <) is such that (s", f) = (/(s), f(t))
for some (5, i)e!(S, <) and (s", O^fe(A ^(O) for any (s', f)
(iii) in the case (s", f)eI(S"9 <) is such that (s"9 l")^(f(s), f(f)) for
any (s, t)eI(S, <) and (s", f) = (g(s'\ g(t')) for some (s', f')
6/(S', <) : f f f (s \O = fi/(5f,O.
(iv) otherwise: Q"(s", f)= T.
We denote by CS(a, a', sl5 ^) the totality of sums of a and a' with respect to
(sl5 ^) that are canonical. It is important to notice that CS{a, a', sls ^) is a
finite set provided a and a' are finite (i.e., the cardinalities of S and S' are finite).
The notion of a sum will be very useful in dealing with such situations as
that in Example 2.2.6 from a general point.
Definition 2.3.6. Let a = (5, <, (s, 1), Q) and <x' = (S', <, (s', f), 0') be
DI-sequences and /be an order monomorphism from (S", <) to (S, <). Then
the immersion of a' into a at (s'l5 £i)e/(S', <) with respect to / is the Dl-se-
quence cc" = (S, <, (5, 0, O"), where O"(/(si), /(*i)) = fl(/(5i), /W)) A fl'^i, t'J
while Q"(s, 0 = ^ (5, 0 for any other (s, t)e!(S, <). We denote by 7Af(cc, a', /)
the totality of immersions of a into a' with respect to/.
The notion of an immersion will be useful in dealing with such situations
as that in Example 2.2.7 from a general point.
§2.4. Formal System I
The main purpose of this section is to present the formal system I. To do
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it smoothly, we need some notational conventions.
Given a finite Dl-sequence a=(S, <, (s, f), O), we can easily find out the
canonical Dl-sequence a'=([l, ri], <, (1, r), Q') such that a'«a. We will
denote the wff J(n, x, y)({Q'(i, j)}) by /(n, x, y) (a) or /( , , )(a). That is,
Ie(n, x, y)((x) or Je( , , )(a) is defined similarly.
Definition 2.4.1. Our formal system I consists of the following (inference)
rules and axioms (or exactly, axiom schemata):
Rules:
(MP) ±* ^A~*E
(RIN)
where AIJ=A for some (i, j).
Axioms:
(Al) I->(S->J)
(A3) (-iB-»-iJ!)-*(JI->fl)
(10) 1(2, 1, 2) (T)^
/e(n, x, j;) ({y?fj}) A Ie(n, x, j)({^5j})~>/e(n, x,
where for some (ii,j"i), ^ijji35^!^!"^^?^!' while for any other
(12) I(n, x, jO(tZy})~]J A 7(n, x, y)({%j})9
where -4^=5 A ^ys while 4y=AJy for any other (/, j).
(13) /( , , )(a)->/( , , )(a'),
where a' is a Dl-subsequence of a.
(14) J(n, x, jO(tfy})-> v ^ (...Mtjo^ ' '
where
(a) for some 1 < ^  < jl < n,
Aiih=I(n',X',y')({Z'tj}).
(b) a=([l, n], <, (x, y), Q), where
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Q(i, jO = ^y for any (i,j)»
(c) a' = ([l, n'], <, (*', /), 00, where
(1 5) I(n, x, jO Oly})-> v ^ M^^) I(n, x, jO (0),
where
(a) for some (i^J!),
(b) <x = ([l, n], <, (x, y), 0), where O(i, j) = Jiy
for any (i, j).
(c) «' = ([!, n'],<,(x',/), 0'), where
c'(i, j)=^o- for any 0> ./)•
(d) / is an order monomorphism from ([1, n'], <) to ([1, n], <)
such that f(x') = i1 and/(/)=jl8
Some explanation on the above list of axioms and rules is in order. The
axioms (A1)-(A3) and the rule (MP) constitute classical prepositional calculus
(hereafter called PC). The axioms (IO)-(I2) and the rules (RID) and (RIN)
are concerned with each tense operator as such.
By the way, it is very interesting and instructive to notice that each tense
operator Ie(n, x, y), if separated completely from other tense operators, is
very similar to that of Gabbay's system E[n]. As for £[n], see Gabby (1976,
pp. 184-186). In this sense our formal system I may be regarded as an
interconnected family of variants of JECw]'s. The axioms (I3)-(I5) deal with the
relationship of tense operators. The axiom (13) deals with such situations as
that in Example 2.2.5 generally. The axioms (14) and (15) deal with so-called
iterations of tense operators. The axiom (14) deals with such situations as
that in Example 2.2.6 generally. This axiom states what logical conclusion
follows from wffs of the form I(n9 x, y) ({^4^}), an argument Atj of which is
again of this form. The axiom (15) deals with such situations as that in
Example 2.2.7 generally. That is, the axiom (15) states what logical conclusion
follows from wffs of the form /(n, 1, r)({^4^-}), an argument Atj of which is in
turn of the form Ie(n'9 1', r')
§2.5. The Soundness and Completeness of I
Theorem 2.5.1 (Soundness of I). For any wff A, if K4, then \=A.
Proof. By induction on the construction of the proof. I.e., it is sufficient
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to prove that all the axioms of I are valid and the rules of I preserve validity.
Since it is almost straight, it is left to the reader as an exercise.
The rest of this section is devoted thoroughly to the proof of the following
theorem.
Theorem 2.5.2 (Completeness of I). A theory I is consistent iff it is
realizable.
Corollary 2.5.3. For any wff A, \-A iff
Here in order to establish the strong completeness of I, we will use a mixture
of the tableaux method and the so-called classical Henkin method (say, Henkin
(1949)). To do it smoothly, several definitions and lemmas are in order.
Now we define several notions around that of a TDI-sequence. Very
roughly, a Dl-sequence was a Dl-set with an assignment of wflfs to intervals,
while a TDI-sequence is a Dl-set with an assignment of theories (i.e., sets of
wffs) to intervals.
Definition 2.5.4.
(1) A TDI-sequence A is a 4-tuple (S, <, (s, I), W), where
(a) (S, <, (s, 0) is a Dl-set.
(b) W is a function from I(S, <) to 2WFF, where 2WFF is the power set of
WFF. That is, W assigns a theory W(s, f) to each interval (s, t).
(2) A TDI-sequence A' = (S", <, (s, I), W) is called a TDI-subsequence of a
TDI-sequence A = (S, <, (s, I), W), notation: A'^A, if (S', <, (s, f)) is a
Dl-subset of (S, <, (s, 0) and V'(s9 i)^7(s9 t) for any (s, t)eI(S'9 <),
where c= is the set inclusion.
(3) A TDI-sequence (S, < , (s, J), W) is called ./mite if S is a finite set and W(s, t)
is also a finite set for any (s, i)eI(S, <).
(4) A TDI-sequence (5, <, (5, t), T) is called canonical if (5, <> (I, f)) is
canonical as a Dl-set.
Definition 2.5.5. Let A = (S, <, (s, t), W) and A' = (S', <, (sf, I9), W) be
TDI-sequences and (sl9 r1)e/(S, <). Then a sum of 1 and X' with respect to
(s1? tj is a triple (A",/, g) (or simply, A"), where
(a) A" is a TDI-sequence (S", <, (s", f'), V").
(b) /is a Dl-monomorphism from (5, <, (s, t)} to (S", <, (s", f')).
(c) g is an order monomorphism from (Sf, <) to (S", <) such that g(sf)
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=/(sO and 0(P) =/(*!)•
(d) S''=f(S)Ug(S').
(e) 1P" is defined as follows :
(i) In the case (s", t") e/(S", <) is such that (s", O = (/(*), /(O)
= fe(*'), 0(O) for some (s, OeI(S, <) and (s', f')e/(S', <):
«P"(s", 0=^(5, OU ¥'(sf, t'),i.e., r'(s", O is the union of Y(s, f)
and <F'(s', O-
(ii) In the case (s", f") G 1(5", <) is such that (s", t") = (f(s), /(O) for
some (s, f)eI(S, <) and (s", t")^(g(s'\ g(t'J) for any (s', O
e/(S', <): <F'(s", f")=y(M).
(iii) In the case (s", *") e J(S", <) is such that (s", t")*(f(s), /(O) for
any (s, t)e!(S, <) and (s"? *") = (0(A ^(O) for some (s', f)
e/(S', <): y l f(s / /»O=y'(s /, O-
(iv) Otherwise: r'(s", t") = 0.
Definition 2.5.6. Suppose that :
(a) A = (S, <, (5, t\ y) is a TDI-sequence.
(b) a' = (S', <, (sr, r), O') is a Dl-sequence.
(c) /is an order monomorphism from (s', <) to (5, <).
Then the immersion of a' into A at (si, fi)e/(S', <) with respect to / is the
TDI-sequence r = (S, <, (S, Z), n, where <F"(/(5'i)5 /(*!)) = SWi), /«)) U
{OXsi, fi)} while ¥"(s, t)=Y(s, f) for any other (s, t)e/(S, <).
Given a finite TDI-sequence A ==(5, <, (s, !), !P), we can define its associated
Dl-sequence a = (5, <, (s, f)j &\ where O(s, 0= A^6«p(s,o^ f°r an^ (s' 0
e/(S, <). I.e., Q(s, f) is the conjunction of all the wffs of !F(s, f). Especially,
when W(s, f) is empty, W(s9 t)=Tby convention. We define the wff I(n, x, 3;) (A)
= J( , ,
Lemma 2.5.7. Suppose that:
(a) Z is a theory and A el.
(b) A = (S, <, (s, 0, 90 is a finite TDI-sequence.
(c) Iu {/( , , )(A)} is consistent.
We define the TDI-sequence /T = (S, <, (s, 0, ^F'), wAere Y'(s, i) = {A} U ^ (s, 0
while !P(s, 0=^(s, O/o?- ^ ^j of/zer (s, Oe/(S, <). T/z^i I U {/( , , )(AO> is
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Proof. Almost immediate from Axiom (12).
Lemma 2.5.8.
H/(n, x, jO({^-})-»/(n, x, 30(Mij})v/(fi, x,
wnere ^[J1</1 =B A j?£l</1 and J?^ = iB A ^^ /or some wjff S and some interval
(*i» Ji)> wftite AiJ=A'iJ = Aij for any other (i, /)•
Proo/. By PC,
H3Wl -* (S A lfljl) v (-nB A Ailh) . (1)
By taking the contraposition of (1),
|--i(B A Ailh) A -i(nB A Ailh) -> -i JIIiyi . (2)
From (2) by Axiom (II) and Rule (RIN),
H/e(n, x, )0({i^})A/*(n, x, y)({-i^})->M/i, x, y)({-i^v}). (3)
By taking the contraposition of (3),
h-B-^vB", (4)
where
), and
It is easy to see by the definition of Ie(n, 1, r) and Rule (RID) that:
J(n, x, y)({^v}). (5)
>I(n, x, y)({^}). (6)
/(n, x, y)({^}). (7)
From (4)-(7), we can get the desired result.
Corollary 2.5.9e Suppose that:
(a) Z is a theory.
(b) A = (5, <, (s, f)> "0 « a finite TDI-sequence.
( c ) B i s a w f f .
(d) I U {/( , , )(A)} is consistent.
We define TDl-sequences V=(S, <, (s, i), V) and A"=(S, <5 (s, 0, 9r<f)»
wnere y'(slf ^) = {S} U y(slf ^) and r/(sl, f1) = {"1^} U !F(s1? ^) /or some
interval (sl9 ^ ), wniie !F(s, 0=9y'(s> 0=9ir//(s, 0/or ^ wy orner (s, 0- Then we
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can conclude that at least one ofl\j {I(n, x, )>)(A')} and I\j {I(n, x, }0(A")} is
consistent.
Lemma 2.5.10. Suppose that:
(a) % is a theory.
(b) A = (S, <, (s, f), W) is a finite TDI-sequence.
(c) Zu {/( , , )(A)} is consistent.
(d) For some (sl9 t^E^S, <) and some finite TDl-sequence A's
T/iew there exists such a finite TDl-sequence 1" that:
(a) Iu {/( ,
 5 )(A")} Is consistent.
(b) As A".
(c) A" is a sum o/A and A' wi£ft respect to (s1? ^).
Proof. Almost immediate from Axiom (14).
Lemma 2o5.ll, // I(n9 x, y) ({ j^}) is consistent, then each Atj is con-
sistent.
Proof. Suppose, for the sake of contradiction that for some (ils jj),
H-i4.uV (1)
Then by Rule (RIN),
H/e^^^a-i^}). (2)
It is easy to see, by the definition of Ie(n, 15 r) and Rule (RID), that:
h-/<n, x, 30({-i^}) — ~i/(n, x, y^}). (3)
From (2) and (3),
H-iICn.x.jOaly}), (4)
which is a contradiction.
Corollary 2.5.12. Let A = (S, <, (s, l\ W) be a finite TDl-sequence such
that I( , , )(A) is consistent. Then W(s, f) is consistent for any (ss i)eI(S, <).
Lemma 2.5.13. Suppose that:
(a) A = (S, <9 (s, !), W) is a finite JDI-sequence.
(b) J(
 5 , )(A) is consistent.
(c) -i/( , , )(a')e?F(sl5 f^ /or some (sls r^e/CS, <) and some DI-
sequence a' = (S'5 <5 (s'5 f), O').
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(d) / is an order monomorphism from (S", <) to (S, <) such that f(s')
Then we can conclude that Q'(s, t) $ Y(f(s), f(i)) for some (s, t)eI(S'9 <).
Proof. This follows mainly from Axiom (15). The details are left to the
reader.
Since WFF is a countable set, we can enumerate all wffs in the following
manner :
In the rest of this section we fix such an enumeration. We also need an
auxiliary countable set V, whose elements are :
V19 V29 t?3, I74, !?5,..., Vi9....
In the rest of this section we fix such V.
Now, with these preparations, we can present the proof of Theorem 2.5.2.
Let ro be the given consistent theory. It is sufficient to construct a Tl-model
realizing this theory. The outline of the proof goes as follows :
(a) We construct a finite TDI-sequence ln = (Sn, <, (vl9 v2), Wn) at each
stage n inductively such that :
(i) SnsF.
(ii) T0 U {/( , , )OU} i§ consistent.
(iii) ABcA ( I I + 1 ) forany/ i .
(b) We can get a desired Tl-model as the limit of AB's.
To explain the detailed construction of An's, we need to classify all stages n
into 5 cases. Given a natural number n and a prime number p, we denote by
E(p, n) one plus the exponent of p in the prime decomposition of n. For ex-
ample, £(2, 8) = 4, E(59 100) = 3, etc. Then the detailed construction of /I
=(SB, <, (vl9 v2)9 ^n) goes as follows:
Case 1 :
A1=(S1, <, (flj, i?2), yj, where
(a) S^it?!, v2}.
(b) t;i<t;2.
(c) !F(yl5 v2) = 0 (the empty).
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It is easy to see, by Axiom (10), that I0 u {/( , , XAj)} is consistent.
Case 2:
Suppose n is such that :
(a) £(2,n) = 2.
(b) ^JE(3,H)e^O-
Then An = (Sn, <9(vl9 v2\ Wn) shall be such that:
(a) (SH9 <) = (S(B:I), <).
(b) 7Jvl9 v2) = {AE(3in}} u «%-!)(!>!, i?2),
while !Fn(s, 0 = ^f(«-i)(sJ 0 for any other (5, i)eI(Sn, <).
Then obviously A^.^A,,. By Lemma 2.5.7, it is easy to see that Z0 u
{/( , , )(An)} is consistent provided I0 U {/( , , )(^(M-i))} is consistent.
Case 3:
Suppose n is such that :
(a) JE(2,n) = 3.
;/ = (S(w_1)5 <, (i;^ v2), n and r = (S(n_1)? <9 (»!, i;2), ^) shall be such
that:
(a) V'(sl9 t1) = { (^3.»)} U y(ll-i)(si, tO, while r'(51? t1) =
U ^(B-I)(SI, /i), where s^v^^ and ^  = ^7^.
(b) ^-uCs, f)=V'(s, t) = V"(s, 0 for any other (s, Oe/(S(n_1)5 <).
Then obviously A^-^^A' and A^.D^A". By Corollary 2.5.9, it is easy
to see that at least one of !0 U {/( , , )(A')} and I0 U {/( , , )(A")} is con-
sistent provided I0 U {/( , , )(A(n_!))} is consistent. An shall be such one
of A' and A".
Case 4:
Suppose n is such that :
(a) £(25n) = 4.
(b) (%(5,«), %(?,«)) e/CS^-!), <).
(c) ^.£(3,n) e ^(»- l^ECS.n)? %(7sn)) •
(d) AE(3iH) is of the form J( , , )(A') for some TDI-sequence A;.
By Lemma 2.5.10, it is easy to see that there exists a TDI-sequence A"
= (S", <f (i?lf i?2), y") such that:
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(a) S"sF.
(b) V1)SA".
(c) k" is a sum of A (n_1} and 1' with respect to (%(5jn), %(7,n)).
(d) Z0 U {/( , , )(A")} is consistent provided I0 U {/( , , )(^(w-i))} is
consistent.
^ shall be such 1".
Case 5:
Otherwise AK=A (B _ t}.
The following lemmas follow directly from the manner of the construction
of Vs.
Lemma 2.5.14. ^c^c^c^c.-.c^c....
Lemma 2.5.15. I( , , )(An) zs consistent for any n.
Thus we can define a TDI-sequence ^ = (5^, <5 (t>l9 t;2)> ^oo) as ^e limit
of Vs- Specifically,
(a) (S,, <) = Un>1(Sn? <).
(b) yjs, 0 = \Jn yB(s, 0 for any (s, t) E 1(5,, <).
Lemma 2.5*16, Z0 c ^(t^, t?2).
Proof. Immediate from the construction of Aw's of Case 2.
Lemma 2.5817. ^^(s, f) is maximal consistent for any (s, fJe^S^ <).
Proof. Almost immediate from the construction of An's of Case 3, Lemma
2.5.12, and Lemma 2.5.15.
Corollary 2.5.18,, For any (s, t) 61(5^, <),
(1) -Hie SUM) iff ^^^00(5,0-
(2) (l->5) e ^ (s, t) iff 1 £ ^ (s, 0 or S e ^ ^(s, 0.
Lemma 2.5.19. I(n, x, y) ({Iv}) e ^ ^(s, t) iff for some s£'s (1 < i < n) o/ S,,,
«! < — < sn, 5^ = 5,5., = ^ and >4y e !Ffe s7-) /or awy (i, j)-
Proof. Only if part: Immediate from the construction of /ln's of Case 4.
If part: Suppose, for the sake of contradiction, that I(n, x, y) ({^4fj-}) £ W(s9 f).
Then by Lemma 2.5.17 ~\I(n, x, j;)({j40-})e ^(s, t). We can conclude, by
Lemma 2,5.13, that for any s£'s (l<i<ri) such that s 1 <---<s w , sx = s and sy=f,
Xy i ^oo(5i> 5j) for some (/, j). This is a contradiction.
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We define D^ as follows:
For any p e P and any (s, t) e /(S^, <)3
Dx(p,s,t) = l i% peV^(s,t).
We will show that (S^, <, D^, (f> ls i?2)) is indeed a desired Tl-modei
Proposition 2.58208 In the Tl-structure (S^, <9 D^), /or any wjf A and
(s, OG/CS., <), ||I||(Sjt) = l iffAEV^s, t).
Proof. We can prove this by induction on the construction of wffs.
(a) A = p: Immediate from the definition of D^.
(b) A = "i B : Immediate from Corollary 2.5.18.
(c) A = B-+C: Immediate from Corollary 2.5.18.
(d) A = I(n, 1, r)({Aij}): Immediate from Lemma 2.5.19.
Corollary 2,5.21. In the ^-structure (S^ <, DJ, ||^||(,,1|W2) = 1 for any
AeS0. That is to say, (Sm9 <, D^ (vl9 v2))\=I0.
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2.5.16 and Proposition 2.5.20.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.2.
Chapter 3
The Propositional Logic IM
§ 3.1. Formal Language LIM
Definition 3.1.1. Our formal language LIM consists of the following
symbols :
(a) a countable set P of s-variables ("s" for "state'9): p, q, p', q',*.- ;
(b) a countable set P of p-variables ("p" for "process"): p, q, p', q',... ;
(c) classical connectives : -i , -> ;
(d) tense operators M's: M(n, z), where n and z range over all natural
numbers such that 1 <z<n ;
(e) tense operators J's : I(n, x, y), where n, x and y range over all natural
numbers such that 1 < x < y < n ;
(f) parentheses: (
 ? )„
Definition 3.1.2. We define the notions of a M~wff ("M" for "moment1")
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and an I-wjf ("I" for "interval") by induction as follows:
(al) Any s-variable p is an M-wff.
(a2) Any p-variable p is an I-wff.
(bl) If A and B are M-wffs, so too are (~~\A) and (A-+B).
(b2) If A and B are T-wifs, so too are (-\A) and (A-*B).
(cl) If for any l<i<n, Af is an M-wfTand for any l<i<j<n, Btj is an
I-wff, then M(n, z)(Al9...9 An, 512,..., B (H_1)n) is a M-wff, where
,4/s and B^s are arranged in lexicographical order with respect to i
or (i, f).
(c2) If for any l<i<j<n, Atj is an I-wff and for any 1 < i < n, Bt is an
M-wff, then /(«, x, j;)(X12,..., ^(n_i)n, #1,..., Bn) is an I-wff, where
Ay's and B^s are arranged in lexicographical order with respect to
(i, ;) or *•
First of all, our usage of parentheses is very loose in this chapter as in the
_ ftffj _ i \
previous chapter. We should notice that the arity of M(n, z) is n-i — {— — '-
similarly the arity of l(n, x, y} is n(n~ 1} +n=^+i).
 For the
sake of notational simplicity, we will often write M(n, z)({At} !<;<„, {Bij}^^^
or M(n, z)({XJ, {Sy}) rather than M(n, z)(Xl5..., XB, 512,..., S(B-1)n). Simi-
larly for I(n, x, ^({-lyl^K^, {^J^,<J or J(n, x, y)({Iv}, {JJJ). We will
make use of Me(n, z)({At}, {Bif}) and Ie(n, x, y)({Atj}, {Bt}) as abbreviations
of -iM(?i, z)({-i^J, {-iSlV}) and -i/(n, x, y)({-i JlV}, {-iB,}) respectively.
Symbols for conjunction (A), disjunction (v) and material equivalence (<->)
are defined as usual. Tand F are defined as abbreviations of (p^>p) and — i (p-»p)
for some s-variable p respectively. T and F are defined as abbreviations of
(P~*P) an(i ~l(p->P) f°r some p-variable p respectively. We will use A, B, Aij9
etc. for M-wffs and A, B, Aij9 etc. for I-wffs. The least confusion between
M-wffs and I-wffs would cause the greatest perplexity to the reader in this
chapter.
§ 3.2. Semantics for IM
Definition 3.2.1. A TIM-structure is a 4-tuple (S, <, d, £), where
(a) S is a set (called the "time").
(b) < is a strict linear order in S.
(c) d is a function from Px S to {0, 1}. That is, d assigns a truth-value
to each s-variable at each moment.
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(d) D is a function from Px/(S, <) to {0, 1}. That is, D assigns a
truth-value to each p-variable at each interval.
Definition 3.202e Given a TIM-structure (S, <, d, D), the truth-value
\\A\\t of an M-wff/1 at a moment t and the truth-value \\A\\(Stt} of an I-wff A at
an interval (s, 0 are defined by induction as follows:
(al) \\p\\t = d(p, t\ where p is a s-variable.
(a2) ||p||(Sf,) = 0(P> s, t), where p is a p-variable.
(bi) ||-iX||,=i iff M||,=o.
(b2) i|-iI|l(S)0 = l iff Nil(5,o = 0.
(cl) M->B||t=l iff \\A\\t = Q or ||S||, = L
(c2) ||l->5(|(Ss0=l iff ||I||(S>0 = 0 or ||S||(Sj0=J.
(dl) ||M(n, z)({^}, {By})||f=J iff for some s,'s (l<i<n), 5 l<..-<S f i ,
sz = ^  Mills, = 1 for ar|y f and PlV||(Si)S,) = l for any (f, j).
(d2) |/(n, x, y)({^y}, {^})||(S)f) = i iff for some s-s (l<i<n), Sl<'-<sn,
sx = s, sy=t, ||Ay||(5|fSi/) = l for any (i, j) and 11^ = 1 for any i.
By way of example, the situations depicted in Figures 4-9 are represented
as follows:
the distinguished
reference moment
Figure 4.
the distinguished
reference moment
Figure 5.
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/x *" \, s ~AI: ^
the distinguished
reference moment
Figure 6.
^x
Al
the distinguished
reference interval
Figure 7.
the distinguished
reference interval
Figure 8.
\ N
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the distinguished
reference interval
Figure 9.
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(1) M(3, l)^, A2, A3, A12, A13, A23).
(2) M(3, 2)G415 A2, A3, At2, A13, A23).
(3) M(3, 3)04!, A2, A3, A12, A13, A23).
(4) 1(3, 1, 2)(I12, Z13, A23, A,, A2, A3).
(5) 1(3, 1, 3)0?12, A13, A23, A,, A2, A3).
(6) 7(3, 2, 3)0412, 113, A23, At, A2, A3).
It is important to notice that ]|/4||(M) and ||y4||r are undefined at all. With
the above definition, it is easy to see that:
(el) ||M <n, z)({At}9 {Btj})\\t= 1 iff for any s£'s (1 < i < n) such that s1 < -••
<sn and sz = t, Mj||5f = l for some i or ||Sy||(SfjSj) = l for some (1,7)-
(e2) ||Mn, x, J0({^y}, {Bi})||(li0 = l iff for any s/s (l<i<?i) such that
s^-^, 5^ = 5 and sy = ^? p0.||(SijS.) = l for some (1,7) or ||BJ|S| = 1
for some i.
Definition 3.23.
(1) A TMI-model is a 5-tuple p = (S, <,d, D, I), where
(a) (S9 <, d5 D) is a TIM-structure,
(b) s e S (the present moment).
(2) A TIM-model is a 5-tuple ^=(S9 <, d, D5 (s, 0), where
(a) (S5 <, d, D) is a TIM-structure.
(b) (ss 0 6 1(S9 <) (the present interval).
A set of M-wffs is called an M-theory. A set of I-wffs is called an I-theory.
3.2Aau
(1) A TMI-model p = (S, <, d, D, s) is said to realize an M-wff A, notation:
(2) A TMI-model p=(S, <, J, D, s) is said to realize an M-theory 2, notation:
p\=2, if M||g = l for any AeZ.
(3) An M-wff A is said to be realizable if for some TMI-model p, p\=A.
(4) An M-theory Z is said to be realizable if for some TMI-model p, p\=Z.
(5) An M-wff A is said to be valid, notation : |= A, if p t= ^4 for any TMI-model p,
Definition 3.2Abe
(1) A TIM-model f.i = (S, <, d, D, (s, tj) is said to realize an I-wff A, notation:
(2) A TIM-model }i = (S9 <,d,D,(s9t)) is said to realize an I-theory I,
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notation: ^u|=f, if ||J4||(Sj?) = l for any AeZ.
(3) An I-wff A is said to be realizable if for some TIM-model n, ii\=- A.
(4) An I-theory I is said to be realizable if for some TIM-model p, fik=£.
(5) An I-wff A is said to be valid, notation : |= A, if ju |= A for any TIM-model \i.
The rest of this section is devoted to some examples of valid wffs.
Example 3.2.5.a. The following M-wfiF is valid.
i, A2, A3, A^, A±2, A±3, -^14? ^.
M(3, 3)(A19 A2, A3, A12, A13, A23).
Example 3.2.5.b. The following I-wff is valid.
/(4, 2, 3)G412, J?13, J14, y423' ^?245 ^34> ^i
J(3, 2,
Example 3.2.6.a. The following M-wff is valid.
M(3, 2)(^1? ^2, A3, A12, A13, A23) - > Cx v C2 v C3,
where
(a) !23 = /(3, 2, 3)(A'12, A'13, A'23, A'l9 A'2, A&
(b) C1=M(4, 3)(A19 A(, A2AA'2, A2AA'3, T, A12, A13, A'l2, A'13,
A23 A ^ 23).
(c) C2 = M(3, 2)^^41, A2AA'2, A3AA'3, A12*A'l2, A13AA'13,
A23 A !23).
(d) C3=M(4, 3)(A'i9 A19 A2AA'2, A3AA'3, T, A'12, A'13, A12, A13,
Example 3.2.68b. The following I-wff is valid.
1(3, 1, 2)CZ12, A13, A23, AI, A2, A3) - > C, v C2 v C3,
where
(a) J23 = /(3, 2, 3)(A'12, A'13, A'23, A',, A'2, A'3).
(b) ^=1(4, 1, 3)(T, A12, A13, A'12, A'13, A23*A'23, A^ A'l9 A
(c) C2 = /(3, 1, 2)(I12Ali2, A13A A{3, A23*A23,
A3*A'3).
(d) C3=/(4? 1, 3)(T9 A'12, A'13, A12, A13, A23AA'23, A'l9 Al9 A2AA'2,
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Example 3.2.7.a. The following M-wff is valid.
M(3, 2)(A19 A29 A39 A12, A13, A23) -> C, v C2 v C3 v C4 v C5 v C6 ,
where
(a) 312 = J<<3, 1, 2)(^12, A'l39 A'239 A'19 A'2, A'3).
(b) C, = M(^ 2)(A^A'l9 A29 A3, A129 113, A23).
(c) C2 = M(3, 2)(A19 A2/^A'2, A39 A12, I13, A23).
(d) C3 = M(3, 2)(4ls ^2, A3 A^3 , ^12, 113, 123).
(e) C4 = M(3, 2)(^, ^2, ^t35 !12 A^'12, I13, 123).
(f) C5 = M(3, 2)(^19 X2, X3, 112, A13 Al'139 I23).
(g) C6 = M(3, 2)(A19 A2* A3, I12, j?,3, I23 Al23).
Example 3.2.7. ,b. The following I-wff is valid.
7(3, 1, 2)G412, I13, 123J X19 A29 A3) -> Ci v C2 v C3 v C4 v C5 v C6 ,
where
(a) I23 = /X3, 2,
(b) C!=/(3, 1, 2)(112A^12, 113, j?23, A19 A2, A3).
(c) C2 = /(3J 1, 2)(I12, A13 A^'13, I23, ^15 ^2, X3).
(d) C3=/(3, 1, 2)(112, 113? 123 A!23, A19 A2, A3).
(e) C4 = /(3, 1, 2)(I12, I13, 1235 A^A'l9 A29 A3}.
(f) C5=J(3, 1, 2)(1125 A13, A23, A19 A2*A'2, A3).
(g) C6 = /(3, 1, 2)(I12, A13, A239 A,, A29 A3AA'3).
§ 3.3. DMI-Sequence and DIM-Sequence
This section is devoted to some definitions around the notions of a DMI-
sequence and a DIM-sequence.
Definition 3.3.1.
(1) By a DM-set we mean a triple (S, <, s), where
(a) S is a set.
(b) < is a strict linear order in S.
(c) s e S.
(2) A DM-set (S', < , s) is called a DM-swfeser of a DM-set (S, < , s) if (S', <)
is a restriction of (S, <) as an ordered set, i.e., S" is a subset of S and s'<tf
in S' iff s; < f in S for any s', t' e Sf.
(3) A DM-set (S, <, s) is called canonical if S = [l, n] for some n and < is
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the usual ordering of natural numbers.
(4) A DM-set (S, <, s) is called finite if S is finite.
Definition 3.3.2.
(1) A DM-monomorphism from a DM-set (S, <, s) to a DM-set (S', <, s')
is an order monomorphism/from (S, <) to (S', <) such that/(s) = s'.
(2) A DM-isomorphism from a DM-set (S, <, s) to a DM-set (S', <5 s') is a
Dl-monomorphism from (S, <, s) onto (S', <, s').
(3) Two DM-sets (S, <, s) and (S', <, s') are called isomorphic, notation:
(S, <, s)«(S', <, s'\ if there exists a DM-isomorphism from one to the
other.
Definition 3.3.3.a.
(1) A DMI-sequence a is a 5-tuple (S, <, s, co, O), where
(a) (S, <, s) is a DM-set.
(b) co is a function from S to M-WFF while Q is a function from I(S, <)
to I-WFF, where M-WFF is the totality of M-wffs and I-WFF is the
totality of I-wffs.
(2) A DMI-sequence (S', <, s, co', O') is called a DMl-subsequence of a
DMI-sequence (S, <, s, co, O) if (S", <, 5) is a DM-subset of (S, <, s)
and co' and Q' are the restrictions of co and Q to S' and J(S", <) respectively.
(3) A DMI-sequence (S, <, s, co, £2) is called finite if the cardinality of S is
finite.
(4) A DMI-sequence (S, <, s, co, O) is called canonical if (S, <, s) is canoni-
cal as a DM-set.
Definition 3.3.3.b.
(1) A DIM-sequence jS is a 5-tuple (S, <, (s, !), co, O), where
(a) (S, <, (s, 0) is a Dl-set (see Definition 2.3.1).
(b) co is a function from S to M-WFF.
(c) Q is a function from J(S, <) to I-WFF.
(2)-(4) are similar to those of Definition 3.3.3.a respectively.
Definition 3.3.4.a.
(1) A DMI-monomorphism from a DMI-sequence (S, <, s, co, Q) to a DMI-
sequence (S', <, s', co;, £2') is a DM-monomorphism / from (S, <, s) to
(S', <, s') such that co = co'o/and Q = Q'°f, i.e., co(s) = co'(/(s)) for any seS
and 0(s, 0 = &'(/(4/(0) for any (s, f)e/(S, <).
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(2) A DMI-monomorphism / is called a DMI-isomorphism if /Is onto.
(3) Two DMI-sequences (S, <, s, CD, Q) and (Sf, <, s', o>', Qf) are called
isomorphic, notation: (S, <3 s, o>, Q)«(S'3 <, s', co', O'), if there exists
a DMI-isomorphism from one to the other.
Definition 3.3.4.b.
(1) A DIM-monomorphism from a DIM-sequence (S, <, (s, ?), G>, O) to a
DIM-sequence (S', <, (s', f), co', O') is a Dl-monomorphism (S, <5 (s, f))
to (S'5 <, (s', !')) such that cD = cofof and Q = Q'o/ i.e., o>(s) = cof(f(sj) for
any seS and O(s, t) = &'(/0), /(*)) for any (s, 0^1(5, <).
(2) and (3) are similar to those of Definition 3.3.4.as respectively.
Definition 3.3.5.S. Let a = (S, <5 s, co, Q) and a' = (S', <, s', cu', Q') be
DMI-sequences and 5X e S. Then a sum of a and a' with respect to sx is a triple
(a", /, #) (or simply, a"), where
(a) a" is a DMI-sequence (S", <, s", G>", fi").
(b) /is a DM-monomorphism from (S, <, s) to (S'\ <, s"),
(c) 0 is an order monomorphism from (5", <) to (S", <) such that g(sf)
(d) S"=
(e) cw" is defined as follows :
(i) Suppose s"eS" is such that s"=f(s) = g(sf) for some seS and
s' e S'. Then w"(s") = co(s) A a/(s'), i.e., co"(s") is the conjunction
of co(s) and a>'(s').
(ii) Suppose s" e S" is such that s"=/(s) for some s e S and s
for any s; e S' . Then o)"(s") = G)(S).
(iii) Suppose 5;/e5" is such that sV/00 for any seS and s;/ =
for some s' e S'. Then co"(s") = co'(s').
(iv) Suppose s"eS" is such that s'V/(s) for any seS and s"
for any s' e S'. Then o/(s") = T.
(f ) O" is defined as follows :
(i) Suppose (s", f")e/(S", <) is such that (s", r") = (/(s), /(*))
= to(sf)» »(O) for some (s, f)e/(S, <) and (s', Oe/(S', <).
Then O"(s", O = ^ ? OA^'(^ O-
(ii) Suppose (s;/, Oe/CS11, <) is such that (s'', O = (/00,/(0) for
some (s, Oe/(S, <) and (S», t")^(g(s'\ g(t')) for any (s'f O
e/(S', <). Then QV, O = ^ (s? 0-
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(iii) Suppose (s", t")eI(S", <) is such that (s'7, O^(/00,/(0) for
any (s, Oe/(S, <) and (s", t") = (g(s'), g(t')) for some (5', f)
e/(S7, <). Then D"(s", r") = £'<>', O-
(iv) Suppose (s", f")e/(S", <) is such that (s", t " ) * ( f ( s ) , f ( t ) ) for
any (s,t)eI(S, <) and (s77, r)*fo(*'), flf(O) for any (s7, r')
e/(S7, <). Then £"(s", O= r-
We denote by CS(a, a', Sj) the totality of canonical DMI-sequences that are sums
of a and oc; with respect to sl9 provided a and a' are finite.
Definition 3.3.5.b. Suppose that:
(a) a = (S, <, s, co, Q) is a DMI-sequence.
(b) j8' = (S, <, (s', f), o};, D;) is a DIM-sequence.
(c) (sl5 ^e/CS, <).
Then a swm of a and f$' with respect to (s1? rA) is a triple (a7', /, 0) (or simply, a"),
where
(a) a" is a DMI-sequence (S"5 <, s", co", O").
(b) /is a DM-monomorphism from (S, <, s) to (S", <, s/7).
(c) ^r is an order monomorphism from (Sr, <) to (S", <) such that g(s')
=f(sj sad gV'^WJ.
(d)-(f) are similar to those of Definition 3. 3. 5. a.
We denote by CS(a, /T, sl9 rj the totality of canonical DMI-sequences that are
sums of a and ft' with respect to (sl9 ^), provided a and ft' are finite.
Definition 3.3.5-c, Suppose that :
(a) ft = (S, <, (s, t)9 co, O) is a DIM-sequence.
(b) a' = (S', <, s', co7, D') is a DMI-sequence.
(c)
 SleS.
Then a swm of ft and a' with respect to s is a triple (/T, /, gf) (or simply, ft"), where
(a) ftff is a DIM-sequence (S", <, (s", fO, co'', fi'O-
(b) /is a Dl-monomorphism from (5, <, (s, f)) to (S", <, (s", I")).
(c) gf is an order monomorphism from (S;, <) to (S"7, <) such that 0(s7)
(d)-(f) are similar to those of Definition 3.3.5.a.
We denote by CS(ft, a7, sx) the totality of canonical DIM-sequences that are
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sums of p and a' with respect to s1? provided ft and a' are finite.
Definition 3.3.5 A. Let P = (S, <, (s, t\ co, Q) and p' = (S', <, (s', t'\ CD',
Qf) be DIM-sequences and (sl5 t^e^S, <). Then a swm of /? and ft' with
respect to (s1? ^) is a triple (/?",/, g) (or simply, /?"), where
(a) jS" is a DIM-sequence (S", <, (s", f), ft)", Q").
(b) /is a Dl-monomorphism from (S, <, (s, 0) to (S", <, (s", f'))-
(c) 0 is an order monomorphism from (S', <) to (S", <) such that
(d)-(f) are similar to those of Definition 3. 3. 5. a.
We denote by CS(/?, /?', $1, *i) the totality of canonical DIM-sequences that
are sums of ft and /?' with respect to (s1? fj, provided f$ and $' are finite.
Definition 3.3.6.a. Let a = (S, <, s, co, O) and a' = (S', <, s', co', O;) be
DMI-sequences and / be an order monomorphism from (S", <) to (S, <).
Then the immersion of a' into a at si 6 S' with respect to /is the DMI-sequence
a" = (S, <,s,a)' /, O), where co"(f(s'1)) = co(f(sfi)) ACO'(S'I) while co"(5) = a>(s) for
any other seS. The immersion of a' into a at (s[, rJ)6/(S;, <) with respect
to /is the DMI-sequence a" = (S, <, s, co, O"), where O"(/(sD, /(^)) = O(/(si),
/(fi))A0(si, *i) while O/r(s, 0 = ^(s» 0 for any other (s, f)eI(S, <). We
denote by IM(a, a',/) the totality of immersions of a into a' with respect to /.
Definition 3.3.6Bb-Definition 3.3.6.d are such as are expected.
§ 3.4. Formal System IM
The main purpose of this section is to present the formal system IM. To
do it smoothly, we need some notational conventions.
Given a finite DMI-sequence a = (S, < , s, co, O), we can easily find out the
canonical DMI-sequence a' = ([l, ri]9 <, z, co', £2') such that a'wa. We will
denote the M-wff M(n, z)({co'(i)}> {^U J)» by M(n, z)(a) or M( , )(a). We
will denote the M-wff Me(n, z)({co/(0}, {^U j)» bY Me(n, z)(a>or Me( , )(a).
Given a finite DIM-sequence jS = (S, <, (s, t), co, O), the I-wfFs J(n, x, y)(f$)
= I( , , )QJ) and Je(n, x, y)(j8) = /e( , , )(jS) are defined similarly.
Definition 3.4.1. Our formal system IM consists of the following rules
and axioms;
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Rules:
(MPM) HJ
(MPI)
\-B
h-I h-
\-B
(RMD)
«, z) ({At}9 {^y}~M(«, z
(RMMN) .
 0 , - ,7, f7 ,, ,HMc(n,z)({^f}f {AtJ})
where A = At for some /.
(RMIN)
 ^Me(n,
 Z)({Ai}, {Ai}}) '
where A = Atj for some (/, j).
(RIMN) —-y-7
-
where A = At for some /.
\-A
where A=Ai} for some (z, 7)
Axioms :
(AMI) ,4->CB-->.4)
(All) A-+(B~*A)
(AM2) (^-*(B-»C))->((4-^5)^(^l-*C))
(AI2) (Ji-»(B-»C))-»((^-»fl)-»(I-»C))
(AM3)
(AI3)
(MO) M(l, 1)(T)
(10) 1(2, 1, 2)(T, T, T)
(MM1) Me(n, z)({XJ, {I
}), where
(a) for some ils ^=4'^-*^.
(b) for any other i, ylf = /4'4 = /4 J .
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(c) for any (i, 7), 4y = ArtJ = A1^ .
(Mil) Me(n, z) ({^ }, {^ -}) A Me(n, z
Me(n, z)({A'l}3 {A'lj}l where
(a) forany i,^=A}=>47.
(b) for some (i^ji),
A —A' — %. J"
^iiji ~~AiiJi ^iiji '
( c) for any other (i, f), Atj = A!{j =
(IM1) Ie(n, x, y) ({A^}, {Aj}) A Ie(n, x,
J6(n,jc,j;)({^},{^j}), where
(a) for any (i, j), Aij = A'ij=A!{j
(b) for some ilf ^4^ =^4'fl -* A"^ .
( c) for any other i, ^4| = A \ = A'l
(Ill) Ie(n, x, y) {(Iy}f {^ }) A Jefa
J<n,x,y)({^},{AT}), where
(a) for some O^jj),
4-1/1 ==^Si7l">^?lJl '
(b) for any other (i, j), 10- = ^ 'y = A"u .
(c) for any i, A^A'^Ai.
(M2) M(n, z) ({XJ, {Iy}) - B A M(n, z
where
(a) AZ =
(b) for any other i, A~A't.
( c) for any ( i, j), 4j = ^'u-
(12) 7(n, x, y) ({Iv}, UJ) « B A J(», x,
where
(a) Axy=B^Afxye
(b) for any other (i, j)5 ^y = >Jy = A"j .
(c) for any i, ^£ = 4} = A".
(M3) M(n, z) (a) -> JGTCn', z') (a;), where
(a) a is a finite DMI-sequencee
(b) a' is a DMI-subsequence of a.
(13) I(n, x, y) (ff) -> /(»', x'f /) (/>'), where
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(a) ft is a finite DIM-sequence.
(b) /?' is a DIM-subsequence of f$.
(MM4) M(n, z)({A{}, {AtJ})^ v yeCS(a,a,, l} M( , )(y),
where
(a) for some il9 Atl is of the form
(b) a = ([l, n], <, z, co, O), where co(0 = ^4i for any i and &(i, j)
= Atj for any (i, ;)•
(c) a' = ([l, n'], <, z', co', £>')> where co^O^^i f°r any '
(MI4) M(n? z) ({4J, {10-}) -, v yecs(aj/r>fl Jl} M( ,
where
(a) for some (il5 j^), A^JJ is of the form
/(n', 1', r'XtfS.,}, {^J}).
(b) a = ([l, n], <, z, co, O), where co(i) = >4f for any i and
fi(i, j) = ^ y for any (i, ;).
(c) J8' = ([l, n'], <,(!', rf), co', O')» where o>/(0 = ^ l for any
and Q'(i, j} = A'ij for any (i, j).
(IM4) /(n, x, y)({Xtj}> MJ)- vy6CS(/?jaVl)/( ,
where
(a) for some z1? ^4£l is of the form
(b) j8 = ([l, n], <, (1, r), co, Q), where co(z) = ^i for any i and
C(i, j)=^y for any (i,j).
(c) a' = ([l, n'], <, z', co', Q'), where a/(0 = ^ i for any / and
OU 7) = ^i7 for any (i, 7).
(114) />, x, j;)({ .^}5 MJ)-> vyeCWj/?yiJl)/( ,
where
(a) for some (il9 j^, Ahji is of the form
(b) /J = ([l, n], <, (x, j), co, O), where co(f) = ^4i for any i and
(c) J8' = ([l, n'], <,(!', r'), Q)', Q')» where co'(0 = ^  for any i
and fl'O", j)=^'0- for any (i, ;)•
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(MM5) M(n, z)({XJ, {Au}) -» v y6/M(aja%/) M( , )(y),
where
(a) for some il9 Ah is of the form
(b) a = ([l, n], <, z, co, O), where co(0 = ^i for any f and G(i, j)
= AV for any (f, j).
(c) a' = ([l, H'], <, z', co', fi'), where G/(0 = ^ { for any i and
(d) /is an order monomorphism from ([1, n'], <) to ([1, H], <)
such that /(z/) = i1.
(MIS) M(n,
where
(a) for some ( i l 9 jj, ^^^ is of the form
flA/c(n',x',/)({^},{^}).
(b) a = ([l, n], <, z, co, O), where co(0 = ^ i f°r anY ' an(l ®(i> J)
(c) j8' = ([l, n'], <, (x;, j;), co', O'), where G)'(0 = ^ 'i for any i
and O'(i, 7) = ^Jj for anY (f> J*)-
(d) /is an order monomorphism from ([1, «'], <) to ([1, n], <)
such that/(jc') = ii andf(y')=j1.
(IMS) I(n, x, y)({Au}, {At})-+ v 7eIM(^,n I( ,
where
(a) for some il9 Atl is of the form
(b) /? = ([!, n], <, (x, y), co, O), where co(0 = ^4i for any / and
Q(i, j) = Aijfor any (/, j).
(c) a/ = ([l, n7], <, z', co', O'), where co'(0 = ^ 1 f°
(d) /is an order monomorphism from ([1, n'], <) to ([1, n], <)
such that/(z') = i1.
(115) J(n, x, 3;)({10.}, {XJ) - v yeIM(/M, p/) /( , ,
where
(a) for some (i l9 ji), Jl£li/1 is of the form
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(b) /? = ([!, w], <, (X j), QJ, Q), where o)(0=^4| for any i and
(c) /?' = ([!, n'l <5 (*', /), o>', O'), where co'(0 = ^  for any i
and O'(z, J) = ^ 'i./ f°r anv 0"» /)•
(d) /is an order monomorphism from ([1, n'], <) to ([1, n], <)
such that/(jc') = i'i and/(/)=7t.
Since the above list of rules and axioms of IM is parallel to that of I given
in Definition 2.4.1, any explanation on the above list may presumably be re-
dundant.
§3.5. The Soundness and Completeness of IM
Theorem 3.5.1 (Soundness of IM).
(1) For any M-wff A, \=A provided \-A.
(2) For any I-wff A, \= A provided \-A.
Proof. By induction on the construction of the proof.
Theorem 3.5.2 (Completeness of IM).
(1) An M-theory I is consistent iff it is realizable.
(2) An I-theory Z is consistent iff it is realizable.
Corollary 3.5.3.
(1) For any M-wff A, \-A iff \=A.
(2) For any I-wff A, \-A iff \=A.
Since the outline of the proof of Theorem 3.5.2 is parallel to that of Theorem
2.5.2 and is more complicated mainly in notation or terminology, it is left to
the reader as an exercise.
Chapter 4
Some Applications
§4.1. Some Interesting Tense Operators
Definable within IM
The main objective of this section is to show that various interesting tense
operators discussed in the literature are definable within our formal system IM.
First of all, we show that tense operators corresponding to Bruce's time-segment
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relations are definable within IM.
Definition 4.1.1 (BEFORE).
(1) (a) (/; M)-BEFORE(A) is an abbreviation of M(3, l)(r, T, T, T, T, A).
We denote this as follows :
(7; M)-BEFORE(A)<=M(3, 1)(T, T, T, T, T, A).
It is important to notice that (/; M)- BEFORE applies to an I-wff
and then yields an M-wff. The prefix (/ ; M)- is intended for this fact.
(b) (/; I)-BEFORE(A)^1(4, 1, 2)(T, T, T, T, T, A, T, T, T, T).
(c) (M; I)-BEFORE(A)^I(3, 1, 2)(f, T, T, T, T, A).
(d) (M; M)-BEFORE(A)<^M(2, 1)(T, A, T).
(2) Semantically,
(a) \\(I;M)-BEFORE(A)\\t=l iff
(3s1)(3tl)(t<sl<
(b) \\(
(c) \\(M;I)-BEFORE(A)\\M = l iff
(aOC^tiAMH,^!).
(d) \\(M; M)-BEFORE(A)\\t=l iff
Definition 4.1.2 (AFTER).
(1) (a) (M; l)-AFTER(A)<=I(3, 2, 3)(T, T, T, A, T, T).
(b) (/; I)-AFTER(A)<=I(4, 3, 4)(A, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T).
(c) (/; M)-AFTER(I)<=M(3, 3)(T, T, T, A, T, T).
(d) (M; M)- AFTER (A)<=M(2, 2) (A, T, T).
(2) Semantically,
(a) \\(M;I)-AFTER(A)\\M=1 iff
(b) ||(J;/)-^r^a)||(Si0 = l iff
(3Sl)(3«i)(si<fi<jA||J:||(Sl,(l)
(c) ||(I; M)-AFTER(A)\\t=l iff
(3s1)(3(1)(s1<f1<(A||I||(5litl)
(d) IKMsMMFr^/?^)!^] iff
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Definition 4.1.3 (DURING).
(1) (a) (I; M)-DURING1 (A)<=M(2, 2)(T, T, A).
(b) (/; M)-DURING2(A)<=M(2, \)(T, T, A).
(c) (/; I)-DURING, (A)^I(3, 2, 3)(T, A, T, T, T, T).
(d) (/; I)-DURING2(A)<=I(3, 1, 2)(T, A, T, T, T, T).
(e) (/; M)-DURING3(A)^M(3, 2)(T, T, T, T, A, T).
(f) (/; I)-DURING3(A)<=I(4, 2, 3)(T, T, A, T, T, T, T, T, T, T).
(2) Semantically,
(a) ||(7; MJ-DURING^A^l iff
(b) \\(I;M)-DURING2(A)\\,=
(c) ||(7; I)-DURING1 (A)\\M = 1 iff
(3s,) (Sl<s A 11^11^=1).
(d) ||(/ ; I)-DURING2 (l)||(s>() = 1 iff
(e) ||(/;M)-DC7J?/M73(4)||(=1 iff
(351)(3f1)(s1<f<f1_A||I||(5l,tl)=
(f ) ||(/ ; I)-DURING3 (A) \\ (M) = 1 iff
Definition 4.1.4 (CONTAINS).
(1) (a) (M^-COTVT^/A^ (4)^(2,1,2X7,7; A).
(b) (M; I)-CONTAINS2(A)<=I(2, 1, 2)(T, /I, T).
(c) (/; I)-CONTAINSl (A)<^I(3, 1, 3)(T, T, A, T, T, T).
(d) (/; I)-CONTAINS2(A)<=I(3, I, 3) (I, T, T, T, T, T).
(e) (M; I)-CONTAINS3(A)^I(3, 1, 3)(T, T, f, T, A, T).
(f) (/; /)-C£Wr/f/Atf3(I)<=/(4, 1, 4)(f, f, T, 1, T, T, T, T, T, T).
(2) Semantically,
(a) \\(M; ^-CONTAINS, (X)||W) = 1 iff
(b) ||(M;/)-C07Vr^W,S2(^)||(5,0 = l iff
Mlls=l.
(c) IK/;/)-^^^/^!)!!^^! iff
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(d) || (/ ; I)-CONTAINS2 (A) \\ M = 1 iff
(3r1)(s<t1<rA||I||(Vl) = l).
(e) \\(M',I)-CONTAINS3(A)\\M = l iff
(3si)(s<sl<tA\\A\\Sl = l).
(f) \\(I;I)-CONTAINS3(A)\\M = 1 iff
We don't need any specific tense operators corresponding to Bruce's time-
segment relation "same-time", but if the reader wants to, we can easily define
them as follows :
Definition 4.1.5 (SAME-TIME).
(1) (a) (I; I)-SAME-TIME(A)<=1(2, 1, 2)(A9 T, T).
(b) (M; M)-SAME-TIME(A)<*M(1, I) (A).
(2) Semantically,
(a) || (/ ; I)- SAME- TIME (A) ||
 (M } = 1 iff
(b) || (M ; M)-SAME- TIME (A) \\t=l iff
Definition 4.1.6 (OVERLAPS).
(1) (a) OVERLAPS^A)^!^ 1, 3)(T, T, T, T, A, f, T, T, T, T).
(b) OVERLAPS^ (A)<=I(3, 1, 2)(T, T, A9 T, T, T).
(2) Semantically,
(a) \\OVERLAPSi(A)\\M = \ iff
(b) \\OVERLAPS2(A)\\M = \ iff
Definition 4.1.7 (OVERLAPPED).
(1) (a) OVERLAPPED^A)^!^ 2, 4)(T, 1, T, T, T, T, T, T, T, T).
(b) OVERLAP IPED2(A)<=I(3, 2, 3)(!, T, T, T, T, T).
(2) Semantically,
(a) HOVERLAPPED^^^l iff
(b) \\OVERLAPPED2(A)\\M = 1 iff
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It is easy to see that (M; M)- BEFORE and (M;M> AFTER are no other
than the Priorian tense operators F and P.
Definition 4.1.8 (F and P).
(1) (a) Fv4<=(M; M)-BEFORE(A).
(b) PA*=(M ; M)- AFTER (A).
(2) Semantically,
(a) ||F^||f=l iff (S
(b) \\PA\\t=l i f f (3
The following tense operator is of some interest.
Definition 4.1.9 (CONTINUE).
(1) CONTINUE (A)<= -i (M ; I)-CONTAINS3 (i A).
(2) Semantically,
\\CONTINUE (A)\\(s>t) = l iff (VsOC^s^^ML^l).
By using the above operator CONTINUE together with (I; M)-DURING^
we can define Scott's present progressive tense operator as follows :
Definition 4.1.10 (Scott's O and the present progressive tense).
(1) (a) OA<=(I ; M)-DURING3 (CONTINUE (A)).
(b) ING (A)<=(I ; M)-DURING3 (A).
(2) Semantically,
(a) \\OA\\t=l iff
(b) ||/M?(^)||f = l iff
Now we deal with Kamp's since and until.
Definition 4.1.11 (Kamp's SINCE and UNTIL).
(1) (a) K-SINCE(A,B)<=M(2,2)(B,T9CONTINUE(A)).
(b) K-UNTIL(A, J5)<=M(2, 1)(T, 5, CONTINUE (A)).
(2) Semantically,
(a) ||K-S/ArCEG4, B)||f = l iff
(b) \\K-UNTIL (A, B)\\t=l iff
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It seems to me that the second argument of since and until is usually an
I-sentence. So the following definitions of since and until are no less plausible
than the above.
Definition 4.1.12 (SINCE and UNTIL).
(1) (a) SINCE (A, 5)<=>M(3, 3)(T, T9 T, B, f, CONTINUE '(A)).
(b) UNTIL (A, B)<*M(3, 1)(T, T, T, CONTINUE (A), T, B).
(2) Semantically,
(a) \\SINCE (A, 5)||f = 1 iff
(3sJ(3S2)(Sl<s2<rA||%lt^
(b) \\UNTIL(A,B)\\t = l iff
§ 4.2, Tense and Aspect within IM
The main purpose of this section is to give several paradigmatic analyses
of tense and aspect within our formal framework IM. We give these analyses
only to make the reader realize that such interval logics as given in this paper,
if properly developed, will render a powerful tool to formal study of tense and
aspect in English. Thus the reader should not take these analyses so seriously.
They are incomplete and inadequate in several major respects. So they are to
be regarded as a mere sketch or a mere illustration. The reader, who wants to
develop interval logics for such a direction, is recommended to consult, say,
Bennett and Partee (1978) and its bibliography, to which our basic idea owes
much.
Let's begin with examples that can be treated well by traditional tense
operators.
(1) Mary has been happy.
(2) Mary will be happy.
The analyses of these propositions go as follows :
(la) Pp, where p= "Mary is happy".
(2a) Fp9 where p= "Mary is happy'9.
But our analyses of the following propositions are radically different from
the traditional ones.
(3) Tom has visited the museum.
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(4) Tom will buy a house.
(3a) (/; M)-AFTER(p\ where p= "Tom visits the museum".
(4a) (/; M)-AFTER (jp), where p= "Tom buys a house".
Now we deal with the progressive tenses.
(5) Susan is typing a letter.
(6) Mary has been building a house.
(7) Jane will be mastering English.
The following analyses of the above sentences are radically different from
Scott's.
(5a) ING(P), where /?= "Susan types a letter".
(6a) P(ING(p)\ where p= "Mary builds a house".
(7a) F(ING(p)\ where jp = "Jane masters English".
Now we consider several sentences with adverbian subordinate clauses
headed by "while", "before", "after", etc.
(8) Tom read the newspaper before he took his family for a drive.
(8a) (/; M)-AFTER (p A (/; I)-AFTER (q)), where
p = "Tom takes his family for a drive".
g = "Tom reads the newspaper".
(9) Mary memorized the dialogue while Ruth went shopping.
(9a) (/; M)-AFTER (p A CONTAINS^ (q)), where
j?="Ruth goes shopping".
g = "Mary memorizes the dialogue".
(10) Jane took a walk while Susan was asleep.
(lOa) (/; M)-AFTER (CONTINE(p) A CONTAINS^ (q)\ where
/?=="Susan is asleep".
q = "Jane takes a walk".
(11) Carol had been happy until she got married with John.
(1 la) (/; M)-AFTER (p A ~i (M; I)-AFTER (~i q))9 where
p= "Carol gets married with John".
q = "Carol is happy".
(12) Carol has been unhappy since she met John.
(12a) SINCE (p, q), where
p = "Carol is unhappy".
q = "Carol meets John".
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The adequate treatment of initiation, resumption, continuation, and ces-
sation verb phrases is one of the most difficult problems in formal study of tense
and aspect. Especially the adequate treatment of resumption verb phrases
seems to require a broader notion of a sentence being true or false at a union of
intervals of time, as Bennett and Partee has stressed. Therefore we should be
satisfied here only with very crude analyses of the following sentences.
(13) Tom begins to hate Mary.
(14) Tom begins to run.
(15) Tom begins to master English.
(16) Tom continues to hate Mary.
(17) Tom continues to run.
(18) Tom continues to master English.
(19) Tom finishes hating Mary.
(20) Tom finishes running.
(21) Tom finishes mastering English.
First of all, we give the analyses in which the above sentences are regarded
as I-sentences.
(13a) (I; I)-DURING2 (CONTINUE (p)) A
OVERLAPPED2(CONTINUEDp)), where
p= "Tom hates Mary".
(14a) (/; I)-DURING2 (CONTINUE (ING (p))) A
OVERLAPPED2(CONTINUEDING(p))), where
p="Tom runs".
(15a) (/; I)-DURING2 (p), where
p="Tom masters English".
(16a) (I; I)-DURING3 (CONTINUE (p)), where
p="Tom hates Mary".
(17a) (/; I)-DURING3 (CONTINUE(ING (p))), where
p="Tom runs".
(18a) (/; I)-DURING3 (p), where
p="Tom masters English".
(19a) (/; I)-DURINGl(CONTINUED) A
O¥ERLAPS2(CONTINUE(-ip))9 where p='Tom hates Mary".
(20a) (/; I)-DURING1 (CONTINUE(ING(p))) A
OVERLAPS2(CONTINUE(~^ING(p))\ where
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p = "Tom runs".
(21a) (/; I)-DURINGl (p), where
j? = "Tom masters English".
Next we give the analyses of sentences (13)-(21) in which they are regarded
as M-sentences.
(13b) (I;M)-DURING2(CONTINUE(pJ)A
(I; M)-DURING ^CONTINUE (~]pj), where
p='Tom hates Mary".
(14b) (/; M)-DURING2 (CONTINUE(ING (p))) A
(/; M)-DURING1 (CONTINUEDING(£))), where
j? = "Tom runs".
(15b) (/; M)-DURING2 (p), where
j? = 6Tom masters English".
(16b) (/; M)-DURING3 (CONTINUE (p)), where
jp="Tom hates Mary".
(17b) (/; M)-DURING3 (CONTINUE (ING (jp)), where
p= "Tom runs".
(18b) (/; M)-DURING3 (p), where
p = "Tom masters English".
(19b) (/; M)-DURINGl (CONTINUE(pj) A
(/; M)-DURING2(CONTINUE(-(p)\ where
p="Tom hates Mary".
(20b) (/; M)-DURINGi (CONTINUE(ING(p))) A
(I; M)-DURING2(CONTINUE(-}ING(p)J)9 where
p= "Tom runs".
(21b) (/; M)-DURINGl (p), where
p="Tom masters English".
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